I n the problem area of humnn facial image processing, the first computational task that needs to be 
Introduction
Humans are easily able to detect another's face in a scene under a broad spectrum of conditions. Thus far, computer vision algorithms have had marginal success in achieving this capability.
This ability to detect faces has application wherever human facial image processing is used, such as in improved human-computer interfaces, in security and surveillance systems, in image databases, newspaperstory understanding, in autonomous navigation, high definition television, computer supported cooperative work, and in application areas such as gathering population statistics (for example, in television network viewer-rating studies.)
In this paper, we present a new algorithm for face detection in a scene. The image is first convolved with a blurring filter and a morphological operator to enhance edges. After this, snakelets, an n-pixel (where n is small) version of snakes [5], which find small segments of curves in their input data, are dropped everywhere in the image, and are run till they stabilize at candidate edges. Snakelets that have stabilized at plateau regions are removed from consideration. Following this, individual snakelets "vote" for candidate oval curves that they might belong to. Those ovalcurves receiving at least some pre-set minimal number of votes are considered to belong to the initial set of candidate face-locations. For candidate face-locations, snakelets are used again to find the chin and the sides of the face; this time they vote for candidate parabolas. Having found these, a face template is then used to find the eyes, the mouth and the nose. If these are found successfully, and if ratios of their positions are standard according to expected values, the presence of a face at that location is confirmed.
We proceed by reviewing previous work, and then describe the procedure that finds candidate facelocations. Following that, we describe our verification method that uses a face template. Results are presented for a variety of faces, and we conclude with a discussion.
Previous work
Most of the early work on face analysis was conducted on the topic of recognition. Only recently have researchers turned their attention to the more difficult and general problem of actually detecting a face in an image under arbitrary conditions. Previous computational work on face-images has been carried out in two paradigms. In the first paradigm researchers first extract features such as the eyes, nose, etc., then relate these features geometrically, and finally use the geometric relationships to aid in analysis and recognition [4, 16, 12, 15, 2, 111 . Our research has adopted this paradigm of locating features to confirm the existence of a face. Others [8, 91 have detected such features using range and color images. The second paradigm treats the complete face image as an input vector, and bases analysis and recognition on eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance matrix of the inputs [13, 63. All of the above work assumed that a single face was present in the region being searched for facial features. Detecting whether or not a face is present in a scene is a more difficult endeavor, as eliminating false positives (eliminating the incorrect yes-answers) is, in general, more difficult than the recognition and identification of a true positive. To address this difficult problem, Yang and Huang [15] use pyramids to find bright regions (at the coarsest level) and then confirm the location of a face by finding supporting features. Our work is similar to theirs in its heirarchical spirit. However, we expect our method to be more robust, because while they sought bright regions as initial candidates for further search, we explicitly look for regions that satisfy facial oval-edge properties, and are insensitive to skin color.
Recently, Brunelli and Poggio [l] have compared the utility of the two paradigms described above, in the task of face recognition. They concluded that the paradigm of using the complete image patches and a correlation technique (which is related to the eigen-analytical approach in the sense that eigenvectors are linear combinations of the image patches in the database) out-performs the feature based geometric approach. However, in their experiments, their features were not located with precision (examine, for example, the location of the left eye in their Figure S) , and hence, their conclusion, about the inferiority of the approach, may be incorrect. In this research, we determine that facial features, are robust indicators of the presence of a face. Our false positive rate is low, as our facial features are very selective. Measured geometric relationships amongst and within features may be imprecise for the task of recognition (which requires wide variance). However, for the task of confirming the existence of a face, these features have merely to be found: i.e., in the localization of facial features, it does not matter how similar/dissimilar one person's geometric feature set is to another's. What matters is that they can be found easily and stably, under a variety of shading conditions, albedo variations, a variety of skin pigmentation, and with varying facialand head-hair styles. Thus, while recognition may necessitate more information than is available with geometric features, we find that they are adequate for telling presence/absence. 
Finding candidate faces
To find candidate faces, we prefilter the image to enhance edges. Then, inultiple snakelets are dropped in random orientations in a grid, one per grid point, in a rectangular region that spans the whole image. When these snakelets have stabilized, those snakelets that have found shallow valleys are eliminated.
Eliminating Snakelets
In order to eliminate snakelets that do not correspond to intensity edges, shallow potential valleys in which snakelets have settled are detected. A shallow valley is detected according to the following: For each point in a snakelet, the directional derivative (of the raw image intensity) taken orthogonal to the snakelet curve is computed. Figure 1 shows the directional derivative orthogonal to the snakelet curve for each side of the snakelet. These are summed separately for each side of the snakelet and normalized for the number of points in the snakelet, to obtaiin two sums that indicate the steepness of the valley the snakelet is occupying. If these steepness sums do not exceed some pre-selected threshold, the snakelet is eliminated. In this manner, only those snakelets that lie in a deep enough edgepotential valley survive.
Snakelets Vote for Oval Curves
The survivors then are used to obtain a Hough Transform for the ovals (ellipses) they could belong to. The Hough Transform is implemented in two stages. 
Confirming that facial features are
We first find an initial oval and then the various detailed features in the face. The method for finding detailed features in the context of age classification appears in [7] . Our approach to finding the initial oval, and the eyes follows that of Yuille, Hallinan, and COhen [lS] and Shackleton and Welsh [la]. An energy equation is defined according to Etotal = E e x t + E i n t where E e x t = E e y e + E d g e + Evalley + Eintensity and E i n t contains the geometric template for the face. These energy terms are related to potential fields that guide the template fitting process. Our approach to finding the chin, and the sides of the face, involves dropping a population of snakelets around the boundaries of the initial oval, in three rectangular regions, and performing a Hough Transform to find a'parabolic curve in each of the three regions. Figure 3 shows how the chin and the sides of the face collaborate to give a better oval estimate. The nose and the mouth are found by convolution with dark-bar detectors. This process is described further in [7] . Figure 3. 2 shows a face template specifying the overall positions of the eyes, nose and mouth. A similar template is being used for recognition of artistsketched images of human faces [14] .
Once facial features are found, ratios of their positions are computed and are verified to be in accordance with expected values in [7] . If these ratios are found to be standard, the presence of a face is considered to be confirmed. The algorithm was thoroughly tested on our database collected for work on facial age classification (for facial age classification, see [7] ). The face detection-rate was very good.
Discussion and Conclusion
We have introduced a new algorithm to find faces in images. The algorithm can handle different skin colors, a variety of sizes and hairstyles. Our detector appears robust, generating a low false positive rate. Next, we intend to extend the algorithm to faces in various orientations, faces with different facial expressions, and faces that are partially occluded.
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